Smile, it is the key that fits the lock of everybody’s heart.
– Anthony J. D’Angelo
A. Delightfully delicate hanging heart earrings of pure, reclaimed silver. Silver french hooks; 1” long. CAS-E-HRTH…$26.50

J. Lustrous grey freshwater pearl strand, 36” long, has hints of blue and purple. Wear as one long strand or double with the included silver tone oval clasp. OLL-N-8…$34

K. Our exclusive turquoise and purple hand dyed and hand painted silk chiffon scarf reminds the wearer “Wherever you go, go with all your heart.” 8” x 54”. Exclusive. LTW-WA-SCTW…$51

L. Double strand grey freshwater pearl bracelet matches everything and fits most. OLL-B-7…$12.50

Welcome.

I hope you’ll enjoy the products on these pages and on our website as much as I enjoy searching for them and meeting their artisan makers. The energy of the work is almost palpable! The creativity delights me and I’m tickled by the transformation of trash to treasure that you’ll find in many of the pieces (look for the leaf by the letter code). Whether you purchase for yourself or for others, you’ll find inspiration, encouragement, acknowledgement, whimsy and beauty throughout. Enjoy!

Wishing you many blessings,
Beth Coltoff Koren, Founder

Q. Pure and simple! Hugs and kisses for yourself or the one you love. Post earrings of sterling silver. JV-E-XO…$26.50

R. Silver hands each hold one gold bead in the palm. Post earrings; 1” long. ABP-E-NHGM…$35

E. Celebrate uniqueness! ‘Think outside the box’ on a sterling frame surrounds a gold-plated box. 17” sterling chain. KB-TOB-164…$68

F. Our sterling silver and brass hand with energy swirl pendant also carries a freshwater pearl and a star charm. 16” silver box chain. FF-N-ST747…$29

G. Enchanting “You are my sunshine” necklace of pure, reclaimed silver carries a lovely sentiment and a yellow topaz. 18” sterling chain. CAS-N-SUN…$44

H. Playful nickel silver and brass dragonfly hanging earrings. Sterling silver french hooks; 1½” long. MCJ-E-052006…$34

Cover items can be found on page 9.

The universe is transformation; our life is what our thoughts make it. – Marcus Aurelius

www.bethshealingarts.com • 877-700-1916
A. Engraved sterling silver “create” pendant with copper hand and energy swirl is enhanced by 2 freshwater pearls. 18” silver ball chain. FF-N-W601…$39

B. “Believe In Yourself” is engraved on this sterling silver and copper bar on an 18” soft brown suede cord with a lobster clasp. Bar approx. 1½” long. FF-N-T324…$45

C. Copper and sterling silver heart shaped key pendant is decorated with a spiral. 18” silver chain. FF-N-W544…$20

D. Sterling silver “healing” pendant with brass heart, rhodonite and freshwater pearl beads. Pendant ½” x ¾”, 18” silver ball chain. FF-N-W608…$42

E. Remember to “live the life you love, love the life you live”. Engraved sterling silver hanging earrings. 1½” long. FF-E-T130…$25

F. Heart post earrings handmade of nickel silver and brass with dark frosted rose vintage glass stones. Approximately 1” long. MCJ-E-042003…$31

G. Silver and copper multi layer earrings with “imagine” and “healing” engraved on the silver piece. Silver french hooks; 1½” long. FF-E-W621…$25

H. “Learn from the past” bracelet is based on a symbol meaning “return and get it.” Unique adjustable handmade cuff of nickel silver, copper and freshwater pearls fits most. MCJ-B-252009…$51

I. Store your rings on our handy pewter ring holder! 2¼” tall. BS-RGH-21…$15

K. Adjustable ring. CFS-R-691RD…$15

L. Swirl bracelet; 7” long. CFS-B-691MLT…$20

M. Hanging earrings; blue/purple/green; 2” long; silver french hooks. CFS-E-694MLT…$20

N. “Believe in the best version of yourself.” 2” x 2” x ¾”. JV-PW-BV…$44

J. Fashion jewelry made from trash! Recycled cans get new life in these great pieces handmade of silver plated bronze. Colors may vary slightly.

O. “The positive always defeats the negative.” 1½” x 3¼”. JV-PW-PO…$44

P. “The purpose of life is a life of purpose.” 2½” x 3¼” x 3¼”. JV-PW-PU…$39

Q. “The purpose of life is a life of purpose.” 2” x 2” x ¾”. JV-PW-BV…$44

Encouragement surrounds our “Live Your Dreams” colorful sculpted and etched ceramic wall plaque. Beautiful fade-proof work of art that will last a lifetime indoors or out. 8½” x 6” plaque. MM-LA-705…$27

When your heart speaks, take good notes. – Judith Campbell
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K. Dramatic grey freshwater pearl and amethyst strand is 36” long. Wear as one long strand or double with the included silver tone oval clasp. OLL-N-1...$34.
L. The dragonfly represents change in many cultures. You’ll enjoy wearing our unique sterling silver dragonfly necklace with brightly colored Swarovski crystals and beads. 18” silver cable chain. RS-N-E024C...$49.
M. A grape-like cluster of garnet, amethyst and zircon beads dangle deliciously inside a sterling silver ring. The delicacy of the work is complimented by the 16” sterling silver beaded chain with lobster clasp. SRD-N-6310...$51.
N. Our unique sterling silver peace sign necklace is decorated with neutral beads and crystals. Lobster clasp; 18” silver cable chain. RS-N-E0234C...$55.
O. Garnet and amethyst beads dangle delicately down the chain and into a sterling silver ring. Sterling silver french hooks; 1 1/2” long. SRD-E-1241...$34.50.
P. Make your statement in a unique way with our sterling silver peace sign earrings. Silver french hooks; 1 1/2” long. RS-E-275...$42.
Q. Chunks of amethyst and grey freshwater pearls gently hug the wrist. Fits most. OLL-B-8...$12.50.
R. This key ring is cast in pewter and energetically embellished with hand painted accents, charms, Austrian crystals and healing symbols. NO-2106C-KR...$20.
S. Beautiful earrings come in a variety of colors and styles. All are handcrafted, recycled and made of fine jewelry. BEJ-E-HOOPSF...$55.
T. Enjoy our colorful wall plaque that can be cut from the hand. SING WIDE AWAKE, FEED YOUR SOUL, BELIEVE IN LOVE, SING AND DANCE! MM-SA-1214...$20.

There is nothing in a caterpillar that tells you it’s going to be a butterfly.
— Buckminster Fuller
A. Uniquely-shaped, textured gold hanging earrings reflect your own special style! Silver french hooks; 1¼” long. QED-E-HE010G…$37

B. The tree of life, sometimes used as a metaphor for the liveliness of the spirit, is rendered beautifully in gold. Complimented by gold and oxidized recycled silver beads on 18” oxidized recycled silver chain with lobster clasp. QED-N-TL001…$84

C. Two irregular shapes, gold and oxidized recycled silver, make a beautiful statement hanging on an 18” oxidized recycled silver chain with lobster clasp. QED-N-HC…$55

D. Our tabletop cut metal sculpture will bring a smile to your face and is the perfect reminder to laugh throughout the day. 12½” x 7½”. SST-D-LA…$35

E. These solid pewter companions keep watch over your keys while their meditating posture reminds you to stay centered and makes you smile! 2” x 2”

F. The key to life is through the heart! Mixed metal (nickel silver and brass) heart necklace with key and vintage frosted white glass on freshwater pearl studded 18” long chain. MCJ-N-122007…$53

G. Wear what you wish for! “Harmony” (heart), “Joy” (two-sided message charm) & “Peace” (key) necklace. Recycled pewter charms hang on 20” ball chain. WHD-N-HRK02…$24

H. Everybody needs their own “Key to Success.” Our key, made of recycled pewter, hangs on a 20” ball chain. WHD-N-K01…$13

I. Our colorful hand shaped wall clock is hand cut and hand painted pine. Pewter numbers. One AAA battery (not included). 14½” x 6”. ED-CK20…$66

J. Peace signs, surrounded by double frames, make it clear where you stand! Silver french hooks; 1” long. RS-E-100…$40

K. The dragonfly, symbol of change, is the focus of our lead-free recycled pewter “Transformation” heart necklace. 20” ball chain. WHD-N-H01…$10

L. Encourage healing! “Healing Heart”, “Strength”, “Harmony” (heart), “Joy” (two-sided message charm) & “Peace” (key) necklace. Recycled pewter charms hang on 20” ball chain. WHD-N-3R01…$11

M. Our colorful hand shaped wall clock is hand cut and hand painted pine. Pewter numbers. One AAA battery (not included). 14½” x 6”. ED-CK20…$66

N. Three is the charm! “Healing/inner peace”, “strength/never give up; reach within yourself”, “new beginnings/trust and believe”. Recycled two-sided message pewter charms hang on 20” ball chain. WHD-N-K08…$31

O. Encourage healing! “Healing Heart”, “Strength”, “Harmony” (heart), “Joy” (two-sided message charm) & “Peace” (key) necklace. Recycled pewter charms hang on 20” ball chain. WHD-N-3R01…$11

P. George Eliot’s words, “It’s never too late to be what you might have been”, are a constant reminder to reach for our potential. 3” long two-sided pewter key on adjustable leather cord. SR-N-K08…$31

Q. This joyful mixed metal pin tells us to reach for the stars. Nickel silver and brass. 2½” x 2”. MCJ-P-052005…$41
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You have a solemn obligation to take care of yourself because you never know when the world will need you. – Rabbi Hillel
The purpose - where I start - is the idea of use. It is not recycling, it's reuse. – Issey Miyake

Leather bracelets with messages etched in pewter are 7 ½” long with hook clasps. Wear one or several (more on the web).

“Grow Peace.” BS-BL-25GP…$19

“Live with Grace.” BS-BL-10LG…$19

The moon and star alarm clock is 2 1/8” square with a round face. The second hand is a small image printed on a rotating Lucite disk, which appears to float above the clock face. Comes in a gift box; battery is included.

PSR-AL-700…$23

It is often the last key on the ring which opens the door. – Proverb

Lightweight business card case with feminine character! Charm and crystal embellished pewter hand makes a statement. 2 1/4” x 3 5/16”. NO-2106BIZ…$35

Quotes to share! 5 assorted pewter charms in a blue faux suede bag. “If not now, when?”; “Take a deep breath.”; “Be the change you wish to see in the world.”; “What doesn’t kill you really does make you stronger.”; “You can live as if nothing is a miracle; you can live as if everything is a miracle.” JV-PT-QTS/BBG…$10
A spiral, a heart and a family of three hands make this metal wall art irresistible! Ready to hang. Rust finish; 12” x 9”. ES-BNW008...$32

B. “Live the life you love. Love the life you live.” ¾" wide. WHD-B-C02...$14

C. “Fall Seven Times, Stand Up Eight.” ¾” wide. WHD-B-C01...$14

D. “Do one thing every day that makes you happy.” ¾” wide. WHD-B-C03...$14

E. Our vibrant “Don’t Miss the Everyday Miracles” 2½” x 4” ceramic plaque can be hung and enjoyed indoors or out. NM-MC-439...$11

F. Lucky, the aromatherapy puppy, delightfully warms more than your heart with his fragrant lavender (for soothing) and flaxseed (to hold the heat) removable/microwavable insert. Cover is cold water washable. 12” tall. Best suited for ages 2 and over. SL-SA-DG...$34

G. Burn a scented aromatherapy massage candle, made with essential oils and soy, and use the melted oils for massage! Packed in a tin useful for travel; 8 oz.; burn time 25 hrs. Lemon. BDC-PC-ACLE...$9

Lavender. BDC-PC-ACLA...$9

H. Our yummy smelling heavy-duty hand cream/moisturizing balm is hand made from 100% edible ingredients and is 100% biodegradable! Moisturizes, softens, soothes and heals. Net wt. 2 oz. SA-PC-HDHTW...$10

G. Would you like a helping hand? Use our life size stoneware hand as a business card holder, a paperclip holder, a soap dish... Be creative! 5” x 3½” x 1½”. TP-BCH-SH01...$29

H. Use this operational wood and pewter compass/paperweight to set the course for success! The message “The direction your life is taking is more important than the speed” will encourage and motivate toward a bright future. 3½” x 3½” x ¾”. HP-PW-CMDIR...$34. Exclusive.

I. Our flower-sprouting, eco-friendly, clever change or card holder is handmade from recycled inner tube. Fill it with business cards, change or anything else you can think of - just keep it out of the landfill! Patterns and markings vary due to the nature of the recycled material. 4½” x 3¼”. Coins not included. HWR-WA-TCH...$15

J. Welcome your visitors with this stoneware hand with a loving red heart in the palm. With hook; ready to hang. 2” x 3¼”. CB5-WD-HHT...$12.50

A - D. Wear several of our recycled, lead-free pewter cuffs to declare your philosophy of life!

A. “It’s what’s on the inside that counts.” (blank outside, message inside). ¾” wide. WHD-B-C04...$14

B. “Live the life you love. Love the life you live.” ¾” wide. WHD-B-C02...$14

How to Place Your Order

On the web www.bethshealingarts.com a division of Koren Publications

By phone 1-877-700-1916 • 267-515-5808

Monday-Friday • 9am-5pm (EST)

Free shipping: Place your order for $35.00 or more on the web. Enter BHAC4FS10 as the Promo Code and enter the Source Code on the back cover of the catalog in the appropriate fields of your shopping cart.

Receive free standard ground shipping to one address on your next order of $35.00 or more, in stock merchandise only, North American customers only. Limit one use per customer. A $3.00 handling charge will apply. Not valid on previous purchases or in conjunction with any other offer. Offer expires August 31, 2011. Other restrictions may apply.

Standard Delivery Service - U.S. & Canada
For continental U.S., your order is usually shipped within 48 hours. Delivery may be within 1-7 business days (depending on the distance). Canadian orders will be delivered to your door.

Overnight & Express Delivery
Need your order tomorrow? In two days? Three days! Call us at 1-877-700-1916 to place an express order.

HI, AK, PR & International Deliveries
Rates and carriers vary according to destination; please call. Payment can be made by credit card or money order.

Questions About Your Order?
Call our professional staff at: 1-877-700-1916 or 267-515-5808 between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM Eastern time, Monday through Friday.

Returns and Exchanges
You have 30 days from purchase date to return anything, if in original condition, for exchange, credit or refund. Call for required return authorization code before returning items.

Shipping & Handling
• Continental U.S. - $7 minimum on orders of $50 & under; $8 on orders of $50.01 to $100.00, 9% on orders of $100.01 and higher, calculated on full retail value; no C.O.D.s.
• Canada - Continental U.S. shipping plus 5 ½% GST; no C.O.D.s; credit card & check (US funds) only.
• HI, AK, PR & International - shipping rates vary; no C.O.D.s; call our professional sales staff.
• UPS Next Day, 2nd Day, 3rd Day - call for charges.

Prices subject to change. Not responsible for typographical errors.
For more information about healing ARts, visit www.healingarts.com or contact them at 777 K Schwab Road, Hatfield, PA 19440.

Exceptional gifts any time of the year!

Exceptional gifts any time of the year!

FREE SHIPPING on your next order
details page 15

Source Code